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Figure (1) : Schematic of the structure of Graphane in the
chair conformation. Carbon atoms are shown as gray and
hydrogen atoms are white. Figure displays hexagonal
3
network wth carbon in the sp hybridization. Reproduced with
permission from Prof. J. O. Sofo.

Graphane (an extended two dimensional fully saturated
hydrocarbon derived from a single graphene sheet with
formula CH) is predicted recently by Prof. J. O. Sofo et al
[1] working at Pennsylvania State University, USA based
on first-principles total energy calculations. All the carbon
atoms in Graphane are in sp3 hybridization and form a
hexagonal network [Figure (1)]. Hydrogen atoms are
bonded to carbon [C : H = 1] on both sides of the plane in
an alternating manner. Known hydrocarbons are molecules
that consist of carbon backbone (linear chain, ring or a
combination) with hydrogen atoms attached. Graphane is
two dimensional covalently bonded hydrocarbon. Fully
dehydrogenated form of Graphane is ‘Graphene’. Graphane
is predicted to be stable with a binding energy comparable
to other hydrocarbons such as benzene, cyclohexane, and
polyethylene. Graphane is predicted to be a semiconductor
with two possible conformations : a chair like conformer (in
which hydrogen atoms are alternating on both sides of the
plane) and a boat like conformer (in which hydrogen atoms
are alternating in pairs). Although, experimental evidence
for Graphene is yet to come up; Graphane could find
applications in hydrogen storage and two dimensional
electronics.
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